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Abstract 
In this article we extend the concept of loop checking from positive programs 
(as described in [ABK)) to locally stratified programs. Such an extension is not 
straightforward: the introduction of negation requires a (re)consideration of 
the choice of semantics, the description of a related search space and new 
soundness and completeness results handling floundering in a satisfactory 
way. Nevertheless an extension is achieved that allows us to generalize the 
loop checking mechanisms from positive programs to locally stratified 
programs, while preserving most soundness and completeness results. The 
conclusion is that negative literals cannot give rise to loops, and must be 
simply ignored. 
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1. Introduction 
In [ABK] a formal framework is given for loop checking mechanisms that 
operate on top-down interpreters for positive logic programs. Such loop checks 
were also studied in [B], [BAK], [BW], [Co], [vG], [KT] , [PG] , [SGG] , [SI] 
and [V]. However, all these papers except [KT] deal with positive programs 
only. This article extends the framework of [ABK] to interpreters for general 
logic programs, i.e. logic programs allowing negative literals in clauses' bodies. 
Several problems arising in the presence of negation are identified and solved. 
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First of all, we must choose a semantics for negation. For reasons explained 
in section 2.1, we restrict our attention to locally stratified programs, for which a 
clear semantics, namely perfect model semantics ([Pl]), is available. 
Secondly, we need an accurate description of the search space. It appears 
that for our purposes the standard SLS-trees ([P2]) do not present enough detail 
in the treatment of negative literals. Therefore these SLS-trees are augmented 
with justifications, which show explicitly the construction of a subsidiary SLS-
tree off-A, when ,A is selected. 
A third and major problem (not treated in [KT]) is the occurrence of 
floundering: when only substitutions are used as computed answers, a non-
ground negative literal cannot be answered properly: the derivation is said to 
flounder. Floundering lies between success and failure, making it hard to 
determine which floundering derivations may be pruned. This problem is solved 
by considering floundering derivations as potentially successful, and giving a 
potential answer substitution. These substitutions 'cover' the semantically 
correct answers (which cannot be expressed as substitutions), but are possibly 
more general. A new completeness theorem for SLS-resolution, based on these 
potential answers, is proposed. The proof of this theorem requires generalized 
versions of the Mgu and Lifting Lemma. 
In order to keep the potential answer substitutions as specific as possible, a 
selection mechanism is proposed that postpones floundering as long as possible. 
It appears that the restriction to these selection rules allows us to prove a form of 
the 'independence of the selection rule' property, which is well-known for 
positive programs. 
Once these problems are solved, it is possible to define loop checks for 
locally stratified programs, their soundness (no potential answer is lost) and 
completeness (the search space becomes finite). This is done in section 3. In the 
presence of negation, soundness becomes even more important than it was in the 
positive case: if a loop check prunes a (potential) success in a subsidiary SLS-
tree, then the 'parent' SLS-tree should be extended; this extension might contain 
unsound answers. It is shown that a top-down SLS-interpreter remains sound 
and complete when it is augmented with a sound loop check. 
Finally, in section 4 it is shown how loop checks for positive programs can 
be turned into loop checks for locally stratified programs. The main observation 
is that in locally stratified programs negative literals cannot give rise to a loop. 
• 
Thus any loop is caused by positive literals and can be detected by a loop check 
for positive programs; the negative literals are simply removed. It is shown that 
this construction preserves the completeness of the loop checks. Soundness is 
not preserved for every possible loop check (a counterexample using a highly 
non-typical loop check is given), but for 'reasonable' loop checks, including the 
ones studied in [BAK] (briefly introduced in the appendix), soundness is 
preserved. 
2. Declarative and procedural semantics of negation 
2.1. Motivation 
Loop checks are used to prune the search space generated by a top-down 
interpreter. Therefore, before loop checks can be defined, this search space 
needs to be described properly. The search space must in tum agree with the 
intended semantics of the program. In the absence of negation, the choice was 
obvious: Herbrand models and SLD-trees. However, in the presence of 
negation, the choice is much less clear. 
In the most well-known approach, introduced in [Cl] and treated in [L], the 
intended semantics is derived from the completion of a program; the 
corresponding search space consists of SLDNF-trees, obtained when the 
interpreter is equipped with the negation as finite failure rule. Informally this rule 
states that ,A may be inferred when an attempt to prove A (again by SLDNF-
resolution) fails after a finite number of resolution steps. According to Theorem 
16.5 of [L], for positive programs the completion semantics corresponds exactly 
to finite failure, i.e. -, A is a logical consequence of the completion of P if and 
only if Pu{ ~A} fails finitely. Due to the restriction to finite failure, this 
approach is hardly compatible with the use of a loop check. Indeed, the intention 
of loop checking is to tum infinite (hence failed) paths in the search space into 
finitely failed paths. Thus if Pu{ ~A} fails finitely due to the use of a loop 
check, ,A is not entailed by the completion-semantics. So completion semantics 
is inappropriate for our purposes. 
Numerous alternative semantics have been proposed. Here we adopt an 
approach of Przymusinski, which is based on perfect model semantics ([Pl]). 
Furthermore, we restrict our attention to locally stratified programs; it is shown 
in [Pl] that these programs have a unique perfect Herbrand model (a 'perfect' 
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model is defined as being minimal w.r.t. a certain partial ordering on models, 
which is a refinement of the usual subset ordering). In [P2] a corresponding 
search space, called SLS-trees, is defined for stratified programs; this definition 
is generalized here to locally stratified programs. As pointed out by 
Przymusinski, an SLS-tree represents the search space of a top-down 
interpreter, equipped with the 'negation as failure' (not necessarily finite failure) 
rule. 
Obviously this rule is in general not effective so, unlike SLDNF-resolution, 
SLS-resolution cannot be effectively implemented, but only approximated. 
However, as Przymusinski suggests, loop checks can yield such 
approximations: 'Suitable loop checking can be added to SLS-resolution without 
destroying its completeness. For large classes of stratified programs, SLS-
resolution with subsumption check will result in finite evaluation trees and 
therefore can be implemented as a complete and always terminating algorithm. 
This is the case, in particular, for function-free programs.' ([P2]). One of the 
contributions of this paper is a substantiation of this claim. 
2.2. Basic definitions 
Throughout this paper we assume familiarity with the basic concepts and 
notations of logic programming as described in [L]. For two substitutions cr and 
't, we write cr $ 't when cr is more general than 't and for two expressions E and 
F, we write E $ F when Fis an instance of E. We then say that E is more 
general than F. 
DEFINfTION 2.1 (Local Stratification). 
Let P be a program. P is locally stratified if there exists a mapping stratum from 
the set of ground atoms of Lp to the countable ordinals, such that for every 
clause (Hf- A1, ... ,Am,'B1, ... ,"Bn) e ground(P): 
for 1 $ i $ m, stratum(Ai) $ stratum(H) and 
for 1 $ i $ n, stratum(Bi) < stratum(H). D 
Obviously, stratified programs ([ABW]) and programs without negation 
(positive programs) are locally stratified. From now on, only locally stratified 
programs shall be considered, therefore we usually omit the qualification 'locally 
stratified'. Consequently, we assume that for every considered program a 
mapping stratum, satisfying the above requirements, is available. 
DEFINITION 2.2. 
Let P be a program. We extend the mapping stratum as follows. 
1. For an atom A, not necessarily ground, 
stratum(A) = sup { stratum(Ao) I Ao is a ground instance of A in Lp } . 
2. For a negative literal 7 A, not necessarily ground, 
stratum(7 A) = stratum(A) + 1 
3. For a goal G, 
{ 
0 if G = □, 
stratum(G) = . 
max { stratum(Li) I 1 ~ 1 ~ n } if G = f-L1, ... ,Ln. 
□ 
A selection rule is a rule determining the order in which literals are selected 
in goals of a derivation. A well-known problem concerning the 'negation as 
(finite) failure' rule isf/.oundering: the selection of a non-ground negative literal 
(cf. [Cl], [L]). We assume that such a selection is avoided whenever possible. 
DEFINITION 2.3. 
A selection rule is safe if it never selects a non-ground negative literal in a goal 
containing positive and/or ground negative literals. □ 
Following Przymusinski' s presentation for stratified programs in [P2], we 
now define for a given program P and goal G the SLS-tree of Pu { G}, together 
with some related notions. The definition uses induction on stratum(G). 
DEFINITION 2.4 (SLS-Tree). 
Let P be a program and G a goal. Let R be a fixed safe selection rule. Assume 
that SLS-trees have already been defined for goals H such that stratum(H) < 
stratum(G). We define the SLS-tree T of Pu{G} via R. (In fact this tree is not 
uniquely defined, as the choice of the names of auxiliary variables is left free.) 
The root node of Tis G. For any node Hin T, its immediate descendents 
are obtained as follows: 
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- if H = □, then H has no descendents and is a success leaf. 
- if R selects a non-ground negative literal in H, then H has no descendents and 
is a flounder leaf. 
- if R selects a positive literal L in H, then H has as immediate descendants: for 
every applicable program clause C in P, a goal K that is obtained by resolving 
H with (a suitable variant of) C upon the literal L using an idempotent most 
general unifier 8 (such a derivation step is denoted as H ⇒c,e K). 
If no program clauses are applicable, then H is a failure leaf. 
- if R selects a ground negative literal L = 7 A in H, then the SLS-tree T' of 
Pu { t-A} via R has already been defined. 
(Either some ground instance By of an atom B in G depends negatively on 
A, therefore stratum(G) ~ stratum(B) ~ stratum(By) > stratum(A); or 7 A is 
an instance of a negative literal in G, so again stratum(G) > stratum(A).) 
Tis called a side-tree of H (or, ofn. We consider three cases: 
- if all leaves of T' are failed, then H has only one immediate descendant, 
namely the goal K = H - {L}, i.e. the goal H with L removed (such a 
derivation step is denoted as H ⇒c,e K). 
- if T' contains a success leaf, then H has no immediate descendants and is a 
failure leaf. 
- otherwise, H has no immediate descendants and is a flounder leaf. 
If T has a success (flounder) leaf then T is successful (floundered); hence an 
SLS-tree may be both successful and floundered.Tis failed if all of its leaves 
are failed (note that a failed SLS-tree may contain infinite branches). 
An SLS-derivation (of Pu{G}) is an initial segment of a branch of an SLS-
tree (of Pu{G}). An SLS-derivation ending in a success (flounder) leafis called 
successful (floundered). An SLS-derivation is failed if it is infinite or ends in a 
failure leaf. 
A successful SLS-derivation (or SLS-refutation) of Pu{G} yields a 
computed answer substitution O' in the same way an SLD-refutation does: 
whenever in a refutation step a negative literal is selected, such a step does not 
contribute to the computed answer substitution. Ga is called the computed 
answer of the derivation. 
An SLS-derivation or -tree of Pu{G} is potentially successful if it is 
successful or floundered. The potential answer substitution a of a potentially 
successful SLS-derivation is again the sequential composition of the mgu's of 
the derivation (thus the potential answer substitution of a refutation coincides 
with its computed answer substitution). Its potential answer is again Ga. □ 
2.3 Soundness and completeness 
We need the following soundness and completeness results, which strengthen 
the results of [Ca], [KT] and [PP]. 
THEOREM 2.7 (Soundness and Completeness of SLS-resolution). Let P be a 
program and G = ~LJ, ... ,Ln a goal. Let Mp be the unique perfect Herbrand 
model of P as defined in [Pl]. Let R be a safe selection rule and 0 a 
substitution. 
i) If G0 is a computed answer for Pu{G} then 'tf((LJI\. .. ALn)0) is true in Mp. 
ii) If Pu{G} has a failed SLS-tree, then ,3(LJI\. .. ALn) is true in Mp. 
iii) If 'tf((LJI\. .. ALn)0) is true in Mp, then there exists a potentially successful 
SLS-derivation of Pu{G} via R giving a potential answer Ga~ G0. 
iv) If ,3(LJA. .. ALn) is true in Mp, then the SLS-treefor Pu{G} via R is not 
successful. 
PROOF. iv) follows immediately from i) and ii) follows immediately from iii). 
i) and ii) are proved in [Ca], Theorem 5.3(i). So iii) remains to be proved. 
We introduce the following terminology. 
An SLS-derivation is unrestricted if instead of mgu 's, arbitrary unifiers are used. 
An (unrestricted) SLS-derivation is grounded if every goal in it is ground. 
An oracle SLS-derivation differs from the standard SLS-derivation in the 
treatment of selected ground negative literals: such a literal -, A is removed if 
A e Mp and the derivation fails if A E Mp (and floundering does not occur). 
From this it follows that a grounded (oracle) SLS-derivation never 
flounders. Now assume that v' ( (L 1 "· .. t\L0 )8) is true in Mp. It can then be 
shown (similarly to other completeness proofs, e.g. in [Ca] and [KT]) that there 
exists a grounded oracle SLS-refutation of Pu{ GSy} via R, where y = 
{x1/a1, ... ,xm/am} binds all variables x1, ... ,xm in GS to new constants 
a1, ... ,am. (More precisely, these constants are added to Lp. Notice that P 
remains locally stratified under this extension of the Herbrand Universe. More 
importantly, the oracle in the oracle SLS-refutation uses the model Mp w.r.t. the 
extended Herbrand Universe. The use of the oracle replaces the more usual 
induction on stratum at this point.) 
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In this grounded oracle SLS-refutation, we can textually replace the 
constants a1, ... ,am by x1, ... ,xm again. Thus we obtain a 'derivation' of 
Pu{ G0} of which the unifiers do not act on the variables of G0. However, it is 
possible that some ai is replaced by Xi in a selected negative literal, causing this 
'derivation' to flounder, in which case the rest of the derivation must be 
discarded. Thus we obtain a potentially successful unrestricted oracle SLS-
derivation of Pu{ G0} of which the unifiers do not act on the variables of G0. 
Now we supply side-trees for the remaining successful oracle steps (in 
which a ground negative literal ,A is selected and removed). As in such a case 
A e Mp, from iv) it follows that the constructed side-tree, an SLS-tree of 
Pu{ f-A} via R, is not successful. If it is failed, then we have found the desired 
side-tree. If it flounders, then again our derivation flounders at this point and the 
rest of it is discarded. So we obtain a potentially successful unrestricted SLS-
derivation of Pu{ G0}, of which the unifiers do not act on the variables of G0. 
Now we need the following generalizations of the well-known Mgu Lemma 
and Lifting Lemma (see e.g. Lemma 5.2 and 5.3 in [Ca]). 
LEMMA 2.8 (Mgu Lemma). Let P be a program and G a goal. Suppose that 
Pu{G} has a potentially successful unrestricted SLS-derivation using the 
unifiers 01 , .. . ,On. Then there exists a potentially successful SLS-derivation 
of Pu{G} using the mgu's 0'1, ... ,0'm, such that G0'1, . .. ,0'm 5 
G01, ... ,0n and m 5 n. 
PROOF. First the construction of the proof of the original Mgu Lemma can be 
applied, disregarding floundering. The resulting 'derivation' uses the mgu's 
0'1, ... ,0'n, and G0'1, ... ,0'n ~ G01, ... ,00 • It is a valid SLS-derivation up to the 
first selection of a non-ground negative literal. At this goal (Gm if it exists, if not 
then m = n) floundering occurs and the rest of the 'derivation' is discarded. The 
result is a potentially successful SLS-derivation with a potential answer 
G0'1, ... ,0'm ~ G0'1, ... ,0'n ~ G01, ... ,00 ; and m ~ n. □ 
LEMMA 2.9 (Lifting Lemma). Let P be a program, G a goal and 0 a substitution. 
Suppose that Pu{G0} has a potentially successful SLS-derivation using the 
mgu' s 01 , ... , 0n. Then there exists a potentially successful SLS-derivation 
of Pu{G} using the mgu's 0'1, ... , 0'm, such that G0'1, .. . ,0'm 5 
G001, . . . ,On and m 5 n. 
.... 
PROOF. First the construction of the proof of the original Lifting Lemma can be 
applied, disregarding floundering. The resulting 'derivation' uses the mgu's 
8'1, ... ,8'0 , and G8'1, ... ,8'0 ~ G881, ... ,80 . It is a valid SLS-derivation up to 
the first selection of a non-ground negative literal. At this goal (Gm if it exists, if 
not then m = n) floundering occurs and the rest of the 'derivation' is discarded. 
The result is a potentially successful SLS-derivation with a potential answer 
G8'1, ... ,8'm ~ G8'1, ... ,8'0 ~ G881, ... ,80 ; and m ~ n. D 
Applying these lemma's on the potentially successful unrestricted SLS-
derivation of Pu {GS} proves the existence of a potentially successful SLS-
derivation of Pu{ G}, giving a potential answer Gcr ~ GS. D 
Theorem 2. 7 allows us to omit in further considerations the perfect model 
semantics: in order to show that a loop check respects this semantics it is 
sufficient to compare pruned SLS-trees with original, unpruned trees. 
The following example shows why a stronger result than the one presented 
in [Ca] is needed here. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. 
Let p = { p(l) ~-
p(y) ~ p(y),7q(y). 




Using the leftmost selection rule yields the following SLS-tree of Pu{ ~p(x)}: 
~p(x) 
p(l)~ / \p(y)~p(y);,q(y) 
{x/1}' \{y/x} 
D ~p(x),7q(x) 
p(l)~ / \ p(y')~p(y');,q(y') 
{x/1}' \{y'/x} 
~,q(l) ~p(x),7q(x),7q(x) 
flounders ' \ 
FIGURE 2.1 
Since the tree flounders, ordinary 
completeness results like the one in 
[Ca] cannot be used. However, a 
loop check might very well prune 
the goal ~p(x), 7q(x). Then the 
pruned tree does not flounder, so it 
is expected to be complete. Indeed 
this completeness follows from 
Theorem 2.7 (as the only potential 
answer substitution occurring in 
the tree is { x/1 } ). □ 
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2.4. A more precise description of the search space 
In the positive case, when a program P and a goal G are input to the interpreter, 
only an SLD-tree of Pu{ G} is searched. However, in the presence of negation, 
not only an SLS-tree of Pu{ G} is searched, but also its side-trees, and the side-
trees of its side-trees, et cetera. We call such a construct consisting of an SLS-
tree and its side-trees (to the required depth) a justified SLS-tree. As in 
Definition 2.4, induction on stratum is used. 
DEF1NITION 2.11 (Justified SLS-Tree). 
Let P be a program and G a goal. Let R be a fixed safe selection rule. A justified 
SLS-tree T of Pu{G} via R consists of an SLS-tree Ttop of Pu{G} via R, 
which is, for every goal Hin Ttop in which a ground negative literal ,A is 
selected, augmented with a justified SLS-tree T' of Pu{ ~A} via R. Such a tree 
T' is called a justification of H (or, of I), T10p is called the top level of T. Tis 
successful (potentially successful, floundered, failed) if Ttop is successful 
(potentially successful, floundered, failed). The computed/potential answers of T 
are those of T top· D 
Notice the relationship between a side-tree T of H (an SLS-tree), and a 
justification J of H (a justified SLS-tree): T is the top level of J. Figure 2.2 
shows a justified SLS-tree. 






~r ~ s ............. ,.,Ji,• ~s 
r~1- flounder .1. 
T T s ~• t(x) 
D ~ t(x) 
flounder 
FIGURE 2.2 
In order to render potential answers as specific as possible, it is worthwhile 
to 'postpone' floundering until all non-floundering literals are resolved. This is 
achieved by considering the class of deeply safe justified SLS-trees defined 
below. The definition uses induction on stratum again. 
DEFINITION 2.12. 
A justified SLS-tree is deeply safe if for every flounder leaf rL1, ... ,L0 in it, 
every literal L:i (1 ~ i ~ n) is a negative literal ,Ai, and either Ai is non-ground 
or every deeply safe justified SLS-tree of Pu{ rAj} flounders unsuccessfully.□ 
In a deeply safe justified SLS-tree, all justifications are also deeply safe (as 
the definition refers to every flounder leaf, not only those at the top level). Using 
a safe selection rule alone is not enough to obtain deeply safe trees: a ground 
negative literal ,A may be selected in a goal that still contains positive literals; 
then the side-tree of ,A may unsuccessfully flounder. 
At first, it seems that checking whether 'every deeply safe justified SLS-tree 
of Pu{ rAj} flounders' requires the construction of deeply safe trees of 
Pu { f-Ai} via every possible selection rule. The following lemma shows that 
this is not the case, as for deeply safe trees the independence of the selection rule 
holds. 
LEMMA 2.13 (Independence of the selection rule for deeply safe trees). 
Let P be a program and Ga goal. Let T1 and T2 be deeply safe justified 
SLS-trees of Pu{G}. Then there exists a bijection <pfrom the potentially 
successful branches in T1 to the potentially successful branches in T2 such 
that /Bl = /<p(B)/ and the potential answers of Band <p(B) are variants. 
Moreover, B is successful if and only if <p( B) is. 
PROOF. Remove all negative literals from T1 that are never selected (since T1 is 
deeply safe, precisely these literals remain in the flounder leaves). The resulting 
tree is successful, hence the Switching Lemma (Lemma 3.3 in [KT]) can be 
applied repeatedly. In this way, a successful tree can be obtained in which the 
selections take place in the same order as in T2. Now adding the 'floundering 
literals' in their place yields exactly T2: because T2 is deeply safe, the added 
literals are never selected before the flounder leaves. 
Notice that induction on stratum is needed to show that whether a literal is a 
'floundering literal' or not is independent of the selection rule. □ 
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Therefore a valid method for creating deeply safe justified SLS-trees is to 
create only one (again deeply safe) justification for a selected negative literal. If 
this justification flounders unsuccessfully, then the literal is marked as 
'floundering' and the interpreter ' backtracks' over this selection (that is, this 
selection is 'undone', and another literal is selected). Only if all literals in a goal 
are marked as 'floundering', the goal is a flounder leaf. 
The final lemma of this section shows that in deeply safe trees the 
occurrence of floundering is indeed reduced to a minimum. 
LEMMA 2.14. Let P be a program and Ga goal. Let T1 and T2 be justified SLS-
trees of Pu{G} and let T1 be deeply safe. 
i) For every computed answer in T2, T1 contains a variant of it. 
ii) For every potential answer in T1, T2 contains a more general potential 
answer. 
PROOF. For both claims, we need to consider only the top-level of the trees, as 
the justifications can be treated by induction on stratum. 
i) Suppose that T2 contains a successful branch B. As far as B is concerned 
(without its justifications), T2 is deeply safe. In other words, B can be 
embedded in a deeply safe justified SLS-tree T3 of Pu{G} . Now apply 
Lemma 2.13 on T1 and T3. 
ii) Suppose that T1 contains a potentially successful branch B. Consider a deeply 
safe justified SLS-tree T3 of Pu{ G} that follows the selections of T2 as long 
as they are deeply safe. By Lemma 2.13, T3 contains a potentially successful 
branch B' of which the potential answer is a variant of the answer of B. T2 
contains either B' or an initial segment of B' that flounders (on a goal in which 
the selection is not deeply safe). The potential answer of such an initial 
segment of B' is more general than the potential answer of B' itself. D 
3. Loop checks for locally stratified programs 
3.1. Motivation 
In this section we give a formal definition of loop checks for locally stratified 
programs (based on SLS-derivations), following the presentation of loop checks 
for positive programs in [ABK]. The purpose of augmenting an interpreter with 
a loop check is to prune the generated search space while retaining soundness 
and completeness. We define and study those properties of loop checks that are 
needed to achieve this goal. 
Since loop checks can be used to prune every part of a justified SLS-tree, 
one might define a loop check as a function from justified SLS-trees to justified 
SLS-trees, directly showing where the trees are changed. However, this would 
be a very general definition, allowing practically everything. A first restriction 
we make is that a loop check acts only within an SLS-tree, disregarding its 
justifications and the possibility that this SLS-tree itself may be part of a 
justification in another SLS-tree. We shall formally call such loop checks for 
locally stratified programs one level loop checks. Nevertheless, we usually omit 
the qualification 'one level', unless confusion with positive loop checks (loop 
checks for positive programs, as defined in [ABK]) can arise. This restriction 
leaves the possibility open that loop checks are used to prune more than one tree 
in a justified SLS-tree. 
We restrict the scope of loop checks even more, namely from SLS-trees to 
SLS-derivations. This in contrast to [KT] and [V], where the complete tree (as 
far as it is constructed already) is taken into account. Consequently, their 
methods are more powerful, but also highly dependent on the selection rule 
used. 
As in [ABK] we define for a program P: 
- a node in an SLS-tree of Pu{ G} (for some goal G) is pruned if all its 
descendants are removed. (Note the terminology: the pruned node itself 
remains in the tree.) 
- by pruning some of its nodes we obtain a pruned version of an SLS-tree. 
- whether a node of an SLS-tree is pruned depends only upon its ancestors in the 
tree, that is on the SLS-derivation from the root to this node. 
Therefore, a loop check can be defined as a set of finite SLS-derivations 
(possibly depending on the program): the derivations that are pruned exactly at 
their last node. Such a loop check L can be extended in a canonical way to a 
function fL 1 from SLS-trees to SLS-trees: fL 1 prunes in an SLS-tree of Pu ( G} 
the nodes in ( H I the SLS-derivation from G to H is in L(P) } . Extending L to a 
function fL * from justified SLS-trees to justified SLS-trees is less 
straightforward. This subject is discussed in the next section. 
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In a still more restricted form of a loop check, called simple loop check, the 
set of pruned derivations is also independent of the program P. This leads us to 
the following definitions. 
3.2. Definitions 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
Let L be a set of SLS-derivations. 
RemSub(L) = { D E L I L does not contain a proper initial subderivation of D } . 
Lis subderivationfree if L = RemSub(L). □ 
In order to render the intuitive meaning of a simple loop check L: 'every 
derivation D E L is pruned exactly at its last node', we need that L is 
subderivation free. Note that RemSub(RemSub(L)) = RemSub(L). 
In the following definition, by a variant of a derivation D we mean a 
derivation D' in which in every derivation step, literals in the same positions are 
selected and the same program clause respectively side-tree is used. D' may 
differ from D in the renaming that is applied to the program clauses for reasons 
of standardizing apart and in the mgu used. Thus any variant of an SLS-
derivation is also an SLS-derivation. 
DEFINITION 3.2. 
A simple one level loop check is a computable set L of finite SLS-derivations 
such that L is closed under variants and subderivation free. □ 
The first condition here ensures that the choice of variables in the input 
clauses and mgu' s in an SLS-derivation does not influence its pruning. This is a 
reasonable demand since we are not interested in the choice of the names of the 
variables in the derivations. 
DEFINITION 3.3. 
A one level loop check is a computable function L from programs to sets of 
SLS-derivations such that for every program P, L(P) is a simple one level loop 
check. D 
In [ABK], (simple) positive loop checks have been defined in the same 
way, using SLD-derivations instead of SLS-derivations. 
DEFINITION 3.4. 
Let L be a loop check. An SLS-deri vation D of Pu{ G} is pruned by L if L(P) 
contains a initial subderivation D' of D. □ 
We now formalize how a justified SLS-tree is pruned. To simplify the 
definition, we assume that only one loop check L is used to prune a justified 
SLS-tree T: both the top level of T and (recursively) all justifications of Tare 
pruned by L. 
A problem arises when L prunes the justification of a goal G to such an 
extent that (potential) success in it is lost: instead of being a failure (flounder) 
leaf, G should now obtain a descendant, i.e. the search space of an interpreter 
with such a loop check extends the original search space beyond G. Modelling 
this additional search space is problematic, as there is no original tree to follow. 
We avoid this problem temporarily by turning such a leaf G into an extension 
leaf. In this way the pruned tree remains a subtree of the original one. This 
property can be well exploited in the proof of the soundness and completeness of 
SLS-resolution with loop checking, where pruned trees are compared with 
original ones and Theorem 2. 7 is used. 
DEFINITION 3.5 (Pruning justified SLS-trees). 
Let P be a program and Ga goal. Let L be a loop check and let T be a justified 
SLS-tree of Pu{G}. Then the tree Tp = fL *(T), the pruned version of T, is 
defined as follows. 
The root node of Tp is G. For any node Hin the top level of Tp, the same 
literal as in T is selected; the immediate descendants of H in T p are: 
- if the SLS-derivation from G to His pruned by L, then H has no descendants 
and is a pruned leaf. 
- otherwise: 
- if a ground negative literal is selected in H, then H has a justification T' in T. 
The pruned version of T', Tp' = fL*(T'), is already defined by induction. 
Tp' is the (pruned) justification of Hin Tp. We consider the top level of 
T '· p· 
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- if it contains a success leaf, then H has no immediate descendants and is a 
failure leaf. 
- otherwise, if it contains a flounder leaf, then H has no immediate 
descendants and is a flounder leaf. 
- otherwise, if it contains an extension leaf or if H has no descendants in T, 
then H has no immediate descendants in Tp and is an extension leaf. 
- otherwise, H has in Tp the same immediate descendant as in T. 
- otherwise H has in Tp the same descendants (or the same leaf-type) as in T. 
A pruned justified SLS-tree is successful (etc.) if one of its top level leaves is 
successful (etc.). It is failed if all its top level leaves are either failed or pruned.□ 
EXAMPLE 3.6. 
When a loop check pruning the goal ~r is applied to the SLS-tree in Figure 2.2, 
the tree depicted in Figure 3.1 is obtained. When the goal ~s is also pruned, 
then the tree of Figure 3.2 is obtained. □ 
~ p ····"·• ·i?::•~p 
flounder • p ~ q 
~ q ............................................... :=::·, ~q 
flounder q~rA q ~ s 
~p .......... ,):• ~p 
~r ~ s ._ ....... ,J,=·· ~s 
pruned flounder 1. 




extension 1. 'f p~q 
~q ...... .. .. .. ........... J,:• ~q 
extension . A 1 -, q~rJf "q~ s 
~r ~ s ~s 
pruned extension pruned 
FIGURE 3.2 
3.3. Soundness and completeness 
In this section a number a properties of one level loop checks is defined. The 
definitions are only concerned with the effect of applying a loop check on the top 
level of a justified SLS-tree. In section 3.4 the influence of applying loop checks 
(satisfying these definitions) on all levels of a justified SLS-tree is studied. 
As was pointed out before, using a loop check should not result in losing 
potential success. In order to retain completeness, an even stronger condition is 
needed: we may not lose any individual solution. Since Theorem 2.7(iii) 
involves potential answers, pruning the tree should preserve those successful 
and floundering branches that indicate (the possibility of) solutions not otherwise 
found. That is, if the original SLS-tree contains a potentially successful branch 
(giving some answer), then the pruned tree should contain a potentially 
successful branch giving a more general answer. 
In order to consider only those potential answers that are as specific as 
possible, only deeply safe justified SLS-trees are taken into account. (Otherwise 
we would not be allowed to prune a floundering derivation like '~p ⇒Pf-P, ,r 
~p,-, r flounder'.) 
DEFINITION 3.7 (Soundness). 
Let R be a safe selection rule and let L be a loop check. 
i) L is weakly sound if for every program P and goal G, and potentially 
successful deeply safe justified SLS-tree T of Pu{G}, fL 1(Ttop) is potentially 
successful. 
ii) Lis sound if for every program P and goal G, and deeply safe justified SLS-
tree T of Pu{G}: if T contains a potentially successful branch giving a 
potential answer Gcr, then fL 1(Ttop) contains a potentially successful branch 
giving a potential answer Gcr'::; Gcr. □ 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of these definitions. 
LEMMA 3.8. Every sound loop check is weakly sound. □ 
Moreover, if the initial goal is ground (which is always the case for side-
trees), then the notions of weakly sound and sound coincide. 
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The purpose of a loop check is to reduce the search space for top-down 
interpreters. Although impossible in general, we would like to end up with a 
finite search space. This is the case when every infinite derivation is pruned. 
DEFINITION 3.9 (Completen~). 
A loop check Lis complete w.r.t. a selection rule Rfor a class of programs(;, if 
for every program PE t; and goal Gin Lp, every infinite SLS-derivation of 
Pu{ G} via R is pruned by L. □ 
We must point out here that in these definitions we have overloaded the 
terms 'soundness' and 'completeness'. These terms now refer both to loop 
checks and to interpreters (with or without a loop check). In the next section we 
study how the soundness and completeness of a loop check affects the 
soundness and completeness of the interpreter augmented with it. 
3.4. Interpreters and loop checks 
We prove that under the right conditions an SLS-interpreter augmented with a 
loop check remains sound and complete (in the sense of Theorem 2. 7). Due to 
the introduction of extension leaves, a pruned justified SLS-tree does generally 
not cover the entire search space for the SLS-interpreter augmented with a loop 
check. For, whether a node is an extension leaf depends (partly) on the 
unpruned SLS-tree. This tree is not available for the loop-checked interpreter, so 
it cannot decide to stop at an extension leaf. Beyond an extension leaf, it might 
find incorrect answers. Therefore we must ensure the absence of extension 
leaves in soundness results. 
As a first step, we do so for deeply safe justified SLS-trees by comparing 
their pruned and unpruned versions directly. The enumeration in this lemma 
links up with Theorem 2.7. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let P be a program and Ga goal. Let R be a safe selection rule 
and 0 a substitution. Let T be a deeply safe justified SLS-tree of Pu{G} via 
R. Let L be a weakly sound loop check and let Tp = fL *(T). 
-) Tp represents the search space for Pu{G} of a top-down SLS-interpreter 
using R, augmented with the loop check L (i.e. Tp has no extension 
leaves) . 
i) If G0 is a computed answer in Tp then G0 is a computed answer in T. 
ii) If Tp is failed, then Tis failed. 
iii) If Lis sound and T contains a potential answer G0, then Tp contains a 
potential answer G<:5 ~ G0. 
iv) If Tis not successful, then Tp is not successful. 
PROOF.-) We prove that Tp does not contain extension leaves. Suppose (in 
order to obtain a contradiction) that G is an extension leaf in T p· Then a ground 
negative literal is selected in G. Let T' be the justification of Gin T and let T p' 
= fL *(T') be the justification of Gin Tp. By induction (on stratum), we may 
assume that Tp' has no extension leaves. So the only case left is that G is a leaf 
in T, and T p' is failed. Obviously G is not a success leaf. So G is a failure leaf 
or flounder leaf in T. Hence T' is potentially successful. Since Lis weakly 
sound and T' is deeply safe, we may conclude inductively from ii) that T p' is 
potentially successful. Contradiction. 
i) and iv) Tp is a subtree of T. 
ii) Suppose (in order to obtain a contradiction) that Tp is failed, whereas Tis 
potentially successful. Consider a potentially successful branch B in T. All 
justifications of B are either failed or floundered. Inductively by iv) the pruned 
justifications are also failed or floundered. Thus T p can only be failed if B 
itself is pruned by L. This holds for every potentially successful branch in T, 
thus fL 1(Ttop) is failed. However, since Lis weakly sound and Tis deeply 
safe and potentially successful, by Definition 3. 7(i) fL 1 CT top) must be 
potentially successful. Contradiction. 
iii) As ii), considering a branch only (potentially) successful if its potential 
answer is more general than GS. (Notice that if a failed justification of Bin T 
is replaced by a floundering pruned justification in T p, the potential answer of 
the remaining part of Bin Tp is more general than the potential answer of B.) 
In this case Definition 3.7(ii) must be used. D 
Indeed, combining Lemma 3.10(-) and (i)-(iv) with Theorem 2.7(i)-(iv) 
gives the required soundness and completeness results for deeply safe trees. The 
following theorem shows that it is not really necessary to use deeply safe 
selections. Only some parts of the unpruned tree (which are never constructed by 
the interpreter, but just used for comparison reasons) must be deeply safe. We 




A loop check L is selection-independent 
if for every program P and for every D E L(P), 
{ D' I D' differs from D only in the selection of the literal in its last goal } 
~L~. D 
The restriction to selection-independent loop checks is not a severe one. 
Intuitively, after the creation of a new goal the loop check is performed first. 
Only when no loop is detected a further resolution step is attempted; to this end a 
literal is selected. All loop checks in [BAK] (see the appendix) are selection-
independent. 
THEOREM 3.12 (Soundness and Completeness of SLS-resolution with loop 
checking). Let P be a program and G a goal. Let R be a safe selection rule and 
ea substitution. Let T be a justified SLS-tree of Pu{G} via R. Let L be a 
weakly sound selection-independent loop check. Then there exists a justified 
SLS-tree T' of Pu{G} such that: 
-) Tp' = IL *(T') represents the search space for Pu{G} of a top-down SLS-
interpreter using R, augmented with the loop check L (i.e. Tp' has no 
extension leaves and makes all selections according to R, except for the 
selections in pruned leaves). 
i) JJGe is a computed answer in Tp' then Ge is a computed answer in T'. 
ii) I/Tp' is failed, then T' is failed. 
iii) If Lis sound and T' contains a potential answer Ge, then Tp' contains a 
potential answer Ga ~Ge. 
iv) lf T' is not successful, then Tp' is not successful. 
v) IJT is successful, then T' is successful. 
vi) JJT is failed, then T' is failed. 
PROOF. First we give a construction of T'. 
As a first step we obtain T" by replacing in T every justification J by a 
justification J', where J' is derived from J as T' will be derived from T. If a 
floundering justification J of a leaf His replaced by a failed justification J', then 
H has must obtain a descendant in T" and T" is expanded beyond H. This 
expansion takes place via R, except that the justifications in the expansion are 
still the ones inductively derived from the justifications via R. By v) and vi) this 
replacement of justifications cannot give rise to other problems. 
For every justification J' in T", it follows from -) that fL * (J') has no 
extension leaves. Moreover, it follows that Tp" = fL *(T") has no extension 
leaves. (For suppose that His such an extension leaf, then the justification J' of 
H in T" must be potentially successful, whereas fL * (J') is failed. This 
contradicts ii), applied inductively on J'.) 
We obtain the tree T' by expanding Tp" beyond its pruned leaves, where at 
those pruned leaves and beyond, selections are made in a deeply safe way (thus: 
not necessarily via R). Notice that differences between T" and T' do not occur 
before the selection in a goal where T" is pruned, so by the assumption that L is 
selection-independent it follows that T p' = fL *(T') = T p" (except possibly in 
selections in pruned leaves). Now we prove our claims. 
-) For the justifications in T p', this is true by induction. As was remarked, the 
top level of Tp' = Tp" contains no extension leaves. Finally, the top level of T" 
(and Tp") follows R, so Tp' does (except possibly in pruned leaves). 
i) and iv) Tp' is a subtree of T'. 
ii) Suppose that T p' is failed. Then T p" is failed, so apparently no floundering in 
the justifications of T p" reaches its top level. So we may 'pretend' that T p" is 
deeply safe, apart from selections in its pruned leaves (i.e. using Lemma 2.14 
we could replace every justification of Tp" by a deeply safe one, without 
changing its top level). T' is an expansion of T p" that is deeply safe in and 
beyond the pruned leaves of Tp"· Thus in the same way, we may 'pretend' that 
T' is deeply safe. Then by Lemma 3. lO(ii), T' is failed. 
iii) First consider the tree Tcts, which is obtained from T' by expanding T' in a 
deeply safe way beyond every flounder leaf that is not deeply safe (either by 
making an other selection or by replacing the justification). Consider a 
potentially successful branch B in T' that is pruned in T p'· As B is pruned in 
T p", the tail (the part that is pruned out) of B in T' is already constructed in a 
deeply safe way. Therefore B occurs in Tcts unexpanded (w.r.t. T'). 
By its construction, we may again 'pretend' that T ds is deeply safe. Thus if 
B yields a potential answer GS, then, by Lemma 3. lO(iii) and assuming that L 
is sound, fL *(T ds) yields a potential answer Ga'::;:; GS. The branch B' giving 
this answer Gcr' is either fully present in T' (cr = cr') or an initial fragment of it 
is present which flounders (giving a potential answer Gcr ~ Gcr'). B' cannot be 
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pruned in Tp', because a goal pruned in Tp' is also pruned in fL*(Tcts) (as Tcts 
is an expansion of T', and Lis selection-independent). 
v) Consider a successful branch Bin T. All its justifications are failed. So from 
vi) it follows inductively that B is still present in T'. If B is not pruned in T p", 
then it is present in T'. If Bis pruned in Tp", then in T' it is extended beyond 
the pruned goal in a deeply safe way. By Lemma 2.14(i) this extension is 
successful. 
vi) If Tis failed, then T has no floundering justifications. So inductively by v) 
and vi) the top levels of T and T" are identical. T p" may contain pruned leaves, 
but by Lemma 2.14(ii) expanding them again in a deeply safe way can only 
lead to failure again. D 
Thus combining Theorem 3.12(-) and (i)-(iv) with Theorem 2.7(i)-(iv) 
(applied on T') gives the final soundness and completeness results. However, 
the (loop-checked) interpreter need not be effective: in general traversing infinite 
justifications is required. Any real interpreter can only traverse a finite part of a 
(justified) SLS-tree, and is therefore incomplete. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let P be a program and Ga goal in Lp. Let L be a loop check. 
Let R be a safe selection rule, let T be a justified SLS-tree of Pu{G} via R 
and let Tp = fL *(T). 
i) If Lis complete w.r.t. Rfor a class of programs <J containing P, then Tp 
is finite . 
ii) If a/7.ounder leaf occurs in Tp, then a/7.ounder leaf occurs in T. 
PROOF. i) Follows immediately from Definition 3.9. 
ii) Suppose that G is a flounder leaf in T p, so a negative literal is selected in G. If 
this negative literal is not ground, then G itself is a flounder leaf in T. 
Otherwise, let T' denote the justification of G in T, and let T p' = fL *(T'). T p' 
must be floundered. By induction (on stratum), a flounder leaf occurs in T', 
hence in T. (Note: this does not imply that T flounders!) D 
Applying Theorem 3. l 3(i) on the tree T' as constructed in Theorem 3.12 
shows that using a complete loop check (on all levels) ensures that the pruned 
justified SLS-tree is finite. If also the conditions of Theorem 3.12 are met, then 
it follows that indeed the search space of the interpreter is finite. In this case the 
interpreter is really sound and complete. 
Finally, Theorem 3.13(ii) indicates that the pruned tree can only flounder if 
somewhere in the original tree (but not necessarily at the top level) floundering 
occurs. Example 4.11 shows that a stronger result can hardly be expected: if the 
tree in Figure 4.2 is the side-tree of the goal ~•P, then most of the loop checks 
applied there tum ~•P from a failure leaf into a flounder leaf. 
4. Deriving one level loop checks from positive loop checks 
4.1. Definitions 
In this section we show how one level loop checks can be derived from positive 
loop checks. Since a successfully resolved negative literal is simply removed 
from a goal, negative literals cannot give rise to loops. (Thanks to the fact that 
we consider only locally stratified programs, looping 'through negation' cannot 
occur.) Therefore the basic idea is to remove all negative literals in a derivation. 
Then an SLD-derivation remains, to which a positive loop check is applied. 
NOTATION 4.1. 
For every (goal- and program-) clause, program, SLS-derivation and -tree X, 
X+ denotes the object obtained from X by removing all negative literals. Thus if 
X is an SLS-derivation or -tree, then in X+ every derivation step G ⇒ Hin 
which a negative literal is selected in G is deleted, since in this case G+ = H+. □ 
Notice that for every SLS-derivation D of Pu{G}, D+ is an SLD-derivation 
of P+u{G+}. For an SLS-tree T of Pu{G}, T+ is an 'initial segment' of an 
SLD-tree of P+u{G+} (due to failure or floundering of a negative selected literal 
in T, T+ is not necessarily completed). 
In fact the above definition is not completely precise: suppose that in the last 
goal G of an SLS-derivation D, a negative literal is selected. Then it is not clear 
which atom is selected in G+ in D+. Nevertheless, as the positive loop checks 
we are interested in are all selection-independent (Definition 3.11 does also apply 




Let L be a positive loop check. The one level loop check derived from L, 
OL = AP.RemSub( {DI Dis an SLS-derivation and D+ e L(P+)} ). □ 
The following lemma's establish the required relationships between a 
positive loop check and the one level loop check derived from it. 
LEMMA 4.3. For every positive loop check L, OL is a one level loop check. 
Moreover, OL is simple ijf Lis simple. 
PROOF. Immediately by the definitions. □ 
LEMMA 4.4. Let L be a positive loop check, D an SLS-derivation and Pa 
program.Dis pruned by OL(P) ijf D+ is pruned by L(P+ ). 
PROOF. D is pruned by OL(P) iff some initial part of D, Din e Or_(P), iff some 
initial part of D+, Din+ e L(P+), iff D+ is pruned by L(P+). □ 
4.2. Soundness 
Unfortunately, as is shown in the following counterexample, it is not the case 
that a one level loop check derived from a (weakly) sound positive loop check 
(as defined in [ABK]) is again (weakly) sound. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE 4.5. 
Let P = { p t- q(l),q(2). (Cl), 
q(x) t- ,r(x). 
q(2) t- q(l). 
r(2) t-. 




Pis (locally) stratified and Figure 4.1 shows an SLS-tree T of Pu{G} via 
the leftmost selection rule (a failure leaf is marked by a box around it). Let D 
denote the successful branch in T. 
Then D+ is the SLD-derivation t-p ⇒(Cl) t-q(l),q(2) ⇒q(x)f- t-q(2) ⇒(C3) 
t-q(l) ⇒q(x)f- □. Even a simple sound loop check L might prune the goal 
t-q(l) in D+: it is visible in the second step of D+ that the clause q(x)t- is 
present in P+; this clause allows for a shorter way to refute t-q(2) than via (C3) 
and t-q(l). 
Unfortunately, this shortcut fails in the 
SLS-tree because it introduces the literal 
,r(2) instead of ,r(l), and ,r(2) fails. So 
OL prunes D, hence OL is not weakly sound 
(note that the tree is the top level of a deeply 
safe justified tree). D 
Although the loop check used in the 
counterexample formally satisfies the 
definitions, it is highly non-typical. We shall 
now show that more usual (weakly) sound 
positive loop checks, notably the ones 
defined in [BAK], derive again (weakly) 
sound one level loop checks. To this end we 
introduce a soundness condition, which is 
very similar (also in its proof) to Lemma 4.5 
in [BAK, TCS-version]. 
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FIGURE 4.1 
LEMMA 4.6 (Soundness Condition). Let L be a one level loop check. 
lf,for every program P, goal Go and potentially successful branch D = (Go 
⇒01 G1 ⇒ ... ⇒ Gk-I ⇒ekGk ⇒ ... ⇒emH) (0 < k ~m) of a deeply 
safe justified SLS-tree T of Pu{Go} : 
[ Gk is pruned by L J implies 
[ for some goal Gi (0 ~ i < k) in D and for some n < m-i, there 
exists a potentially successful branch Gi ⇒a1 ... ⇒an H' of a 
deeply safe justified SLS-tree of Pu{ G;)] , 
then L is weakly sound. 
Moreover, if also Go 01 ... 0i<JJ . .. <Jn ~ Go0J ... 0k0k+l · .. 0m is implied, 
then L is sound. 
PROOF. First we focus on the weakly sound case. Let P be a program, Go a goal 
and Ta deeply safe justified SLS-tree of Pu{Go}. Suppose that Ttop contains a 
potentially successful branch D = (Go ⇒e1 G1 ⇒ ... ⇒ Gi-1 ⇒ei Gi ⇒ ... ⇒ Gk-
1 ⇒ek Gk ⇒ ... ⇒em H) that is pruned by Lat Gk. We use here induction on m, 
i.e. we assume that for every successful branch B in Ttop shorter than D, 
fL 1(Ttop) contains either B or a potentially successful branch shorter than B. 
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We prove that fL 1(T10p) contains a potentially successful branch D' that is 
shorter than D. By assumption a potentially successful SLS-derivation D1 = ( Gi 
⇒cr1 ... ⇒crn H') of Pu{Gi} exists. Adding (a properly renamed version of) D1 
to the initial part of D gives the derivation 02, = (Go ⇒e1 G1 ⇒ ... ⇒ Gi-1 ⇒ei Gi 
⇒-q ... ⇒'tn H'). By the independence of the selection rule (Lemma 2.13), Ttop 
contains a branch D3 such that ID3I = ID2I and the potential answers of D3 and 02, 
are variants. Since D3 is shorter than D (ID3I = i+n+l < i+(m-i)+l = m+l = !DI), 
by the induction hypothesis fL 1(T10p) contains either D' = D3 or a potentially 
successful branch D' shorter than D3, which proves the claim. 
For the sound case, it remains to prove that Goa'~ 0081 ... Sm, where a' is 
the potential answer substitution of D'. First we strengthen the induction 
hypothesis: for every potentially successful branch B in Ttop shorter than D 
giving a potential answer Ga, fL 1(Ttop) contains either B or a potentially 
successful branch shorter than B, giving a potential answer Goa'~ Goa. 
Then either since D' = D3 or by the new induction hypothesis, and since the 
potential answers of D3 and D2 are variants, Goa' ~ 0081 ... Src1 ... 'tn ~ 
Go81 ... 8ia1 ... an ~ 0081 ... Sm. D 
Indeed, the one level loop checks derived from the positive loop checks 
defined in [BAK] (and informally described in the appendix) satisfy the above 
soundness condition. So we can prove that they are (weakly) sound. 
THEOREM 4.7 (Soundness of Conversion). 
i) The one level loop checks derived from the equality, subsumption and 
context checks based on goals are weakly sound. 
ii) The one level loop checks derived from the equality, subsumption and 
context checks based on resultants are sound. 
PROOF (Sketch). The proofs of Theorem 4.6, 5.7 and 6.6 in [BAK] , in which it 
is shown that the positive loop checks mentioned satisfy the soundness condition 
(for the positive case) , are straightforwardly generalized to the present case. 
Every successful SLD-derivation must be replaced by a potentially successful 
branch of a deeply safe justified SLS-tree. The Mgu Lemma, Lifting Lemma and 
Independence of the Selection Rule of [L] (used in the positive case) must be 
replaced by Lemma 2.8, 2.9 and 2.13 respectively. □ 
4.3. Completeness 
Since some completeness properties of positive loop checks depend on the 
selection rule used, these selection rules are adapted to the presence of negation. 
DEFINITION 4.8. 
Let R be a selection rule for SLD-derivations. 
An extension of R is a selection rule R' for SLS-derivations such that for every 
SLS-derivation D via R', D+ is an SLD-derivation via R. D 
Unlike soundness, completeness carries over from positive to one level loop 
checks without much difficulty. 
THEOREM 4.9 (Completeness of Conversion). If Lis complete w.r.t. a selection 
rule R for a class of programs <'J, then OL is complete w.r.t. any safe 
extension ofRfor the class of programs { P / P+ E tJ andLp = Lp+ } . 
PROOF. Let P be a program, G a goal in Lp (both possibly containing negative 
literals) and Ra selection rule for SLD-derivations. Let R' be an arbitrary safe 
extension of R. Let D be an infinite SLS-derivation of Pu{G} via R'. Then D+ 
is an infinite SLD-derivation of P+u{G+} via R. Let L be a positive loop check 
that is complete w.r.t. R for (a class of programs containing) P+: for every goal 
Hin Lp+, every infinite SLD-derivation of P+u{H} is pruned by L(P+). Since 
G+ is a goal in Lp = Lp+, D+ is pruned by L(P+). Hence by Lemma 4.4, Dis 
pruned by OL(P). D 
Notice that the requirement Lp = Lp+ is just a technicality which can be met 
easily by adding some non-relevant clauses to P. For example, the result 
presented in Theorem 5.3(i) is transferred to one level loop checks as follows. 
COROLLARY 4.10. The one level loop checks derived from the equality, 
subsumption and context checks are complete w.r.t. any safe extension of 
the leftmost selection rule for locally stratified functionjree programs in 
which in every clause only the rightmost positive literal (if present) may 
depend on the head of that clause. □ 
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4.4. Concluding remarks 
The Soundness of Conversion Theorem 4. 7 and the Completeness of 
Conversion Theorem 4.9 allow the immediate conversion of all positive loop 
checks described in [BAK] (see the appendix) and their soundness and 
completeness results (see [BAK] and [Bol]) to one level loop checks. The 
following example presents the application of several one level loop checks 
derived from these positive loop checks. 
EXAMPLE 4.11. 
LetP = { p f- q(x),,s(x). (Cl), 
q(y) f- r(y),q(y). (C2), 
q(y) f-. (C3), 
r(l) f-. (C4) }, 
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f-7 s(x) flounders 
pruned by subsumption checks 
and by context checks 
pruned by equality checks 
based on instances 
pruned by equality checks 
based on variants 
FIGURE 4.2 
and let G = f-p. In Figure 4.2 an SLS-tree T of Pu{G} via (a safe extension 
of) the leftmost selection rule is depicted. It is shown where T is pruned by 
various loop checks. 
For every loop check used, potential success is retained in the pruned tree as 
expected. However, it appears that only the equality checks based on variants 
retain a successful branch. Obviously the extra instantiation in this branch, 
which was superfluous in the positive case, serves here to prevent floundering. 
Notice that it is not always the case that the equality checks based on 
variants retain at least one successful branch. Consider the goal f-r and the 
program {p(x)f-; p(l)f-p(x); rf-p(x),,q(x) }: applying the second clause 
instantiates only the negative literal, so the successful derivation is pruned. D 
5. Appendix 
Here we recall the three groups of simple loop checks that are introduced in 
[BAK], together with their respective soundness and completeness results. 
5.1 Definitions and soundness results 
First we present the weakly sound loop checks of each group. 
The first group consists of the equality checks. They check whether the 
current goal Gic is an instance of a previous goal Gi, i.e. if for some substitution 
't: Gk = Gi't. Small variations on this criterion give rise to various loop checks 
within this group. These variations are notably the two interpretations of'=' that 
are considered (goals can be treated as lists or as multisets) and the possible 
addition of the requirement 'tis a renaming' (in other words: 'Gk is a variant of 
Gi'). Such variations are also possible in the other groups of loop checks, but as 
they have not much effect on soundness and completeness, we shall not mention 
them any more. 
The second group consists of the subsumption checks. Their loop checking 
criterion has the form 'for some substitution 't: Gk c Gi't' (or in words: 'Gk is 
subsumed by an instance of Gi'). Although the replacement of= by c seems to 
be yet another small variation, it appears that subsumption checks are really more 
powerful than equality checks. 
The third group consists of the context checks, introduced by Besnard [B]. 
Their loop checking condition is more complicated: 'For some atom A in Gi, 
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A8i+1- .. 8j is selected in Gj to be resolved. As the (direct or indirect) result of 
resolving A Si+ 1 · .. Sj, an instance At of A occurs in Gk (0 $ i $ j < k). Finally, 
for every variable x that occurs both inside and outside of A in Gi, x0i+ 1 · .. 0k = 
Xt.' 
For all these weakly sound loop checks, a sound counterpart is obtained by 
adding the condition 'Go81 ... Sk = 0081 ... Sjt' to the loop checking criterion. 
For reasons explained in [BAK], the loop checks thus obtained are called 'based 
on resultants' as opposed to the weakly sound ones, which are 'based on goals'. 
Thus the following results were proved in [BAK]. 
THEOREM 5.1. 
i) The equality, subsumption and context checks based on goals are weakly 
sound. 
ii) The equality, subsumption and context checks based on resultants are 
sound. □ 
5.2 Completeness results 
Due to the undecidability of the halting problem, a weakly sound loop check 
cannot be complete for all programs. In [BAK] it was shown that a weakly 
sound simple loop check cannot even be complete for allfunctionjree programs. 
Three classes of function-free programs were isolated for which the 
completeness of (some of) the loop checks mentioned above could be proved. 
We now present those classes of programs and completeness results. 
DEFINITION 5.2. 
A program Pis restricted if for every clause H~A1, ... ,An in P, the definitions 
of the predicates in A1, ... ,An-1 do not depend on the the predicate of Hin P. (So 
recursion is allowed, namely through An, but double recursion is not.) 
A program Pis non-variable introducing (nvi) if for every clause H~A1, ... ,An 
in P, every variable that occurs in A1, ... ,An occurs also in H. 
A program P has the single variable occurrence property (is svo) if for every 
clause H~A1, ... ,An in P, no variable occurs more than once in A1, ... ,An. □ 
THEOREM 5.3. 
i) All equality, subsumption and context checks are complete w.r.t. the 
leftmost selection rule for function-free restricted pro grams. 
ii) All subsumption and context checks are complete for function-free nvi 
programs and for function-free svo programs. □ 
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